
The easiest way to the Norwegian people



The day is not the same without it!

WHY VG?

● VG is Norway's biggest news portal with a strong reach in 
all advertising channels

● Niche-sites that are leading within their segments, 
“Godt” and “Min Mote”

● Option to integrate content collaboration with text, 
image and video

VG is one of the strongest brands in Norway and reaches more than 2,4 million people every day through Print and Digital. VG is 
offering rich formats, high visibility and tailored solutions in relevant context. 

DID YOU KNOW THAT VG is the primary news source 
for “generation Z”
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Knowledge you can trust

WHY AFTENPOSTEN?

● Aftenposten has very high credibility 

● Aftenposten is a leader among Norwegian newspapers

● Reaches an audience with high income and education

● When you want high coverage, especially in eastern part of 
Norway

Aftenposten is Norway's biggest newspaper and is offering a broad and reliable editorial product from home and abroad. Aftenposten 
is an important party in the community debate and delivers updated reports and insights.

DID YOU KNOW THAT credible editorial content of high 
quality produces positive ripple effects for brands 

advertised in this context (Halo effect)
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Reach the reader offline

WHY A-MAGASINET?

● Norway's largest weekly magazine

● Hit the reader in offline mode toward weekend

● 54 % of the readers are women

● High credibility and integrity

A-Magasinet is distributed every Friday with Aftenposten, Bergens Tidende, Fædrelandsvennen and Stavanger Aftenblad and is 
Norway's largest weekly magazine. Surveys show that the reader use more time consuming it and that the magazine is being 
preserved.

DID YOU KNOW THAT A-Magasinet together with 
VG Helg has high coverage due to very low double 

coverage
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Moves Bergen!

WHY BERGENS TIDENDE?

● Bergens Tidende is the largest media house in the 
west with 296,000 daily readers

● Bergens Tidende has wide coverage, wide appeal, 
creates commitment and moves Bergen through 
quality journalism

● Through Bergens Tidende you will find users of all 
age groups, and among them an affluent target 
audience

The paper edition of Bergens Tidende is among the country's oldest with the first release in January 1868. As an 
advertiser you can hit 7 out of 10 people in Bergen daily by advertising in Bergens Tidende.

DID YOU KNOW THAT Bergens Tidende has 
contained ads since the first issue, that came out 

2nd January 1868
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Local focal point!

WHY STAVANGER AFTENBLAD?

● Stavanger Aftenblad is a serious and credible news 
agency

● Local substance - many readers use us to orientate 
themselves in the news and marketplace

● Excellent coverage towards potential customers in 
affluent target audiences

Stavanger Aftenblad is the region's leading newspaper in print and digital. For you as a local or national advertiser, this means 
that you can reach wide in southern part of Rogaland in a context of quality journalism.

VISSTE DU AT lillesøster Byas.no har høy dekning i 
målgruppen 18-35 år og leverer nyttig stoff om 

Stavanger i en moderne
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WHY FÆDRELANDSVENNEN?

● The biggest media house in southern Norway

● Respectful, trustworthy and local brand

● Maximum effect through a combination of 
channels and audiences

Fædrelandsvennen is the largest newspaper in southern Norway. Through newspaper, the online edition fvn.no and other 
digital media, Fædrelandsvennen can help you reach 7 out of 10 readers in the Southern part of Norway. 

Leading in the south!

DID YOU KNOW THAT sister-brand Byas.no has high 
coverage in the target group 18-35 years 
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WHY ADRESSEAVISEN?

● "I read it in the newspaper" often means 
Addresseavisen, either on paper or digitally

● Urbane readers with high income and education

● A total of 7 out of 10 in the core market, plus 
some people from other regions, use 
Adresseavisen's channels daily

Adresseavisen is considered as one of the best newspapers in the country and is known as a Media House that provides high quality 
journalistic content. Adresseavisen can help you reach 274,000 daily readers every day, that's 3 out of 4 people in the region. 

Sets the agenda in the region!

DID YOU KNOW THAT the combination adressa.no and 
vg.no/finn.no (geo) is a very good solution if you want broad 

coverage with high effect
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